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"THE VOICE OF CLEVELAND-MARSHALL"

No. 9

March 27, 1968

LSD Advocated for Students
As H·elpful Mind Expander

Faculty Evaluation Plan
Adopted by Stud,ent Bar

By Patrick Morgan

The Student Bar has voted to adopt a program of evaluation of faculty. The evaluation will be administered by Student
Bar President Terry Burke and a committee appointed by him.
It will consist of a questionnaire submitted to students for each
course offered during the present
trimester. The results of the questionnaire will be tabulated by the
committee and submitted to the
Dean, with the committee being
charged with the strictest confidence and with the condition that
the results be available to the individual faculty members. (The
program "'rill be coordinated by
Adjunct Prof. Wilton S. Sogg.)
Also approved was the selection
of Terry Burke, Pat Morgan,
Larry Dickey, Bud Doyle and Rick
Sherman to represent ClevelandMarshall at The American Bar Association-Law Student Division
convention in Memphis, Tennessee,
the last week of March.
The Student Bar also has voted
not to sponsor a Student's Award
Dance in the Spring.
New officers elected to assist
president Burke are: Pat Morgan,
Vice President; Rick Sherman,
Treasurer; Bud Doyle, Secretary.

Andrew Henri Butler is a twentyfive year old day student at Cleveland-Marshall. "Andy," as he is
called by his classmates, is a long
way from home in continuing his
pursuit of knowledge and education .
He was born in Waykor, Liberia,
which is situated in Wiest Africa.
Andy's father had studied military science in St. Paul, Minnesota
and was an army man until his
death at which time Andy was still
a sm~ll boy. He had wished for his
son to study abroad, preferably in
the United States. Mamie Butler,
Andy's mother, saw to it that this
wish came true. She had studied
library science at Western Reserve
University and knew Cleveland was
a good place to pursue a n educat ion. She sent Andy to Cleveland to
finish his last two years of high
school which he completed at John
Adams. He then did his undergraduate work at J ohn Carroll University, majoring in political science. Thus, Andy is no stranger
to Cleveland.
Andy's homeland is a nation of
2 _;;,; million people, with a land
mass approximately 1,000 square
miles larger than Ohio. The country was founded in 1822 by freed
American slaves who had become
independently well off and had returned to develop their own nationstate. In 1847 Liberia became completely independent, having been
somewhat of a U .S. protectorate
(to prevent French colonialization)
up to that time.
The founding fathers based their
government and constitution upon
those of the United States. They
have a bicameral legislature and
a very similar constitution. Another
consequ ence of U. S. influence

Why have so many Marshall
students disregarded the p otential
advantages of L.S.D.? The reason
could be inadvertency on their part
or sm ug complacency on the part
of the local distributor.
This writer has been recently
granted the exclu sive franchise to
distribute L.S.D. in this area.
The Administration has given
its benediction to this movement
by declaring the weeks of March
18-29 as L.S .D. Weeks at Cleveland-Marshall.

Who's Who at C-M
Eight Cleveland - Marshall students have been selected to membership in Who's Who Among
Students in American Universities
and Colleges. The students selected for membership in this organization are chosen on the basis of
shcolarship, citizenship, participation and leadership in academic and
extracurricular activities, and general promise of fu ture usefulness
to business and society. They are
chosen by a committee at the school
consisting of students and faculty
members and headed by a member
of the faculty or administration.
The students selected are: Edward
Becker, John Budd, Jr., Nancy Halliday, Stephen Laver, Bernard Mandel, Linn Raney, Nancy Schuster
and Robert Thomson.

Liberia Is Home to C· M Stutlen,t
By Jack Budd

Should L.S.D. be used by law students as a mind expander? Many feel that a valuable opportunity to become a more
enlightened student of the law has been grossly ignored.

is the fact that Liberia is a common law nation. Because of these
similarities, Andy's degree from
Cleveland-Marshall will entitle him
to engage in the practice of law in
Liberia.
English is the chosen language
of Liberia. There are twenty different languages spoken throughout
the country, and therefore English
is the unifying tongue. Andy's
mother lang uage is Vy.
Liberia is basically a socialistic
democracy. There are free elections
of representatives and private ownership of property. On the other
hand, most utilities and the health
service are run by the government.
With the advent of industrialization there are new villages being
developed in the bush country.
Liberia has both the most modern
of cities and the stereotype African
villages.
Andy has two brothers, Richard,
age 31, and Robert, age 24. He
also has a sister, Mrs. Francis
Jefferson, who is married to an
American and resides here in Cleveland. Mamie Butler, his mother, is
now the head librarian at the University of Liberia.
Andy intends to return to Liberia
upon graduation and practice law.
At present he seems to prefer some
type of corporate work. When he
becomes "financially independent,"
Andy thinks he would like to enter
the political arena.
Anyone having information as to the whereabouts of
the Ides of March is requested to inform the administration promptly. Students are
also requested to be on th e
lookout for the ides of April
and May.

Professor Gaynor

Soldier- Lawyer
Now Professor
In 1934 Cleveland Marshall's Professor James K. Gaynor began his
legal education; in 1950 he completed it; and in 1967 he began a
career as a full time professor of
law. The years between contain
terms as newspaper editor, soldier,
and jurist.
Prof. Geynor was born in 1912
in Greensburg, Indiana, and completed high school there in 1930.
He had intended to enter law school
immediately but the depression and
a bout with typhoid fever forced
him to put off his plans.
Four years later, physically but
not financially recovered, he entered night law school. His money,
however, lasted only one semester
and he left school to work. Undaunted, he again entered school in
the fall of 1935 and left after a
semester. For three years he fo·l lowed this procedure, working variously a s a reporter, policeman, filling station attendant, and minor
leag ue umpire.
The spotty progress of his education persuaded Prof. Gaynor to
accept the invitation of an uncle
in Louisville to enter school there.
Unfortunately, by the time he discovered Louisville offered none of
the courses he needed, registration
in his old school had closed. While
he was thus between school s,, the
Indiana Supreme Court determined
to require two years of pre-law for
all budding attorneys not then in
law school.
And so Jam es K. Gaynor became
an undergraduate of the Indiana
University at Bloomington. H e had
reached the junior year when the
United States entered World War
II and Mr. Gaynor entered the U.S.
Army. At the close of the war in
1945, he re-enrolled at the university and obtained a BS in business
administration. The next fall h e
entered law school.
Again he was haunted by money
.problems and decided to apply for
Regular Army st atus. H e was accepted and assigned fir st to the
Joint Chiefs of Staff and then to
Bloomington. There in 1950, just
20 years after his original attempt,

Join the In-Crowd, cost is minimal, only $3.00. For this paltry
sum you will receive membership
in one of the most In groups in
America, The Law Student Division of the American Bar Association. You a lso receive mind expanding literature, such as the
Student Lawyer Journal, pamphlets on how to succeed in law
school and in the legal profession.
You will be eligible to receive a
subscription to the American Bar

Association Journal for $1.50 a
year - half price. This professional
journal will keep you abreast of
the ever-changing law. When you
graduate from law school you will
be a utomatica lly instated as a
member of the American Bar Association.
A ll this for $3 .00? Yes, and
there is more. Copies of the Cannons of Professional Ethics and
F ederal Job Opp01·tunities for Attorneys will be yours for the asking.
Other benefits of membership
include eligibility to apply for
coverage under the A.B.A.'s new
Law Student Insurance plan. You
may apply for either the $10,000
or $20,000 worth of insurance. The
$10,000 policy is available for only
$50, the $20,000 policy for only
$80. These are just a few reasons
why L.S.D. will be good for you.
Watch for the forthcoming L.S.D.
membership drive.

The Population Explosion:
Its Impact Upon Attorneys
By James J. McMonagle
In 1798, Thomas Malthus first
predicted the population crisis that
is now besetting us and logically
worried that since the human race
grows in a geometric rate and food
production in an arithmetic rate,
at one time in the future the world
land masses would not produce
the food necessary to support the
people who live on them.
Today, this problem has become
more acute as modern technological advances are continually finding new and better death delaying
techniques which allow the number of births to substantially outstrip the number of deaths. The
he received his JD .
He was immediately assigned to
the Judge Advocate General's
Corps which he served in numerous capacities almost until his arrival at Cleveland-Marshall this
year.
While assigned to the Judge Advocate General's Office, he earned
LLM and SJD degrees from
George Washington University.
Prof. Gaynor has taught law at
the University of California, Okinawa Extension, while on duty
there; has been a member of the
military Board of Review; and has
served as Staff Judge Advocate
First U.S. Army and as Legal Advisor to the U.S. European Command.
Prof. (Col.) Gaynor and his wife,
Phyllis, live in Cleveland Heights
and have two children : a daughter,
27, and a son, 21, ma_ioring in English at George Washington University. He prodaims Cleveland "the
friendliest cit:i; we've lived in."

arithmetic of the situation is simple, the problems and solutions
thereof are not.
Individual freedom has been the
cornerstone of our democracy since
the original Declaration but the
rise in the population is now steadily chipping at this freedom. Such
a trend is inevitable for the population growth creates a need for
more organization, which in turn
results in the enhancement of
values at the expense of individual
values. However, the individualism
of today is striving for such group
protection and not rejecting it. To
preserve one's individualism, it
seems belonging to a group is
necessary. The rights of one are
protected and supported by the
rights of others. H ere then is
where the problems arise.
Alexis de Tocqueville, in his
D emocracy In America, a work
that did the first major disection
of the American democratic system, prophetically pointed to the
body of men who would protect
both the system and the individual
man in a population crisis. "Lawyers," he wrote, "form the most
powerful, if not the only counterpoise to the democratic element
. . . We easily perceive how the
legal profession is qualified by its
attributes, and even by its faults,
to neutralize the vices inherent in
popular government."
Specifically then, if lawyers
have the burden of protecting the
individual, what will be the major
problems that a large population
will create?
First of all, the fear of famine
(Continued on Page 4)
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The decision of the Student Bar to pursue a faculty evaluation is not without serious pitfa" ls. If the evaluation should
become a "witch hunt" in which personalities are attacked, it
would be disastrous. Student Bar members are well aware of
this danger, as is Professor Sogg, the faculty coordinator.
However, it is the students themselves who must be most
keenly aware that any faculty or school evaluation should be
for the betterment of the school and not for personal attacks.
There are many important questions which can be brought
up in such an evaluation as this. For
example, what is the real difference
between a full-time professor and a
paTt-time professor? Are not some of
the so-called full-time faculty spending more time in outside activities,
including gainful employment, than are part-time men? Does
classroom performance show a resultant lack of preparation?
For the benefit of the school, and for the dedicated professors,
such information should come to light.
On the other hand, contrary to popular opinion, it is not
the professors, but the students that make a school great. All
the law that is needed for any course is available in the library.
For the study of law it would probably be preferable to give a
student a general outline of the material covered by the Bar,
and leave him on his own for three years.
Along the more general line of school evaluation, a change
in the grading system should be proposed. The new system
should be grades by percentages. Under such a system a student would always know exactly where he st ood in his class.
Thus, if he were to receive a grade of 78 in a course, and another student wou ld receive an 80, the record would indicate
the slight difference, rather t han a C plus and a B as under
the present system. In addition, it would then be easier to
compute the student's school average.

Editorial

*

*

A
Life
Or
Death
Decision·

March 27, 1968

An Urgent Plea for the
Woman's Right to Decide
By Richard A. Schwartz, M.D.
Practicing Cleveland Psychiatrist

Last month a patient consulted me requesting that 1
recommend that she have a therapeutic abortion on psychiatric
grounds. Her story was as follows : She was 22, had been
married three years, and had one child, a boy age 21f2. She
was pregnant with her first child at the time of her marriage,
and the marriage had not worked out well. She and her
husband had had gradually worsening quarrells and had separated
several times. She could not r ecall ever having any fee lings of
affection towards him and had
been seriously thinking of divorce.
She was two months pregnant at
the time she came to me, the pregnancy apparently having resulted
from her having forgotten to take
her birth control pills on this par·
ticular occasion. She had been depressed off and on for several
years and had been under a psychiatrist's care in the past. On one
occasion she took an overdose of
sleeping pills and spent several
days in a mental hospital. She was
having a difficult time with her
20 year old boy. She was lacking

*

Recent news articles in local newspapers indicate the increased possibility of affiliation with Cleveland State University. From a long range point of view, such an affiliation is not
only desirable but necessary. It is hoped that students will take
the time to write their state legislators demonstrating their
approval of such a merger. Decision on the matter should come
in late April.

*

*

*

*

*

*
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In this edition it is our pleasure to present two thoughtprovoking articles on the controversial subject of abortion,
wTitten especially for the Gavel. Inasmuch as all material is
either written especially for the Gavel or is preceded by a note
explaining the origin of the article, letters to the editor on any
mate1·ial presented would be appreciated. However, all letters
to the editor must be signed . Upon publication names will be
withheld upon request.

The editor of this publication feels it necessary to speak
out on the recent ending of graduate student draft deferments by the federal government. The new policy is extremely short-sighted and is based on incorrect principles. The
overriding basis for the draft law is, as presently implemented, punishment. Everyone who is considered a shirker
or a no-good is moved up in his draft classification. Some fool,
in high authority, was convinced that graduate students became graduate students to avoid the draft. Thus the punishment principle attached, and the graduate student find s himself in a precarious position. (Except, of course, those in
medical training, which includes the dog and cat veterinarians.)
The fact that this ridiculous ruling makes the future uncertain for both graduate students and graduate schools is
obvious. However, the most distressing thought is that the
underlying principle is punishment. This editor firmly believes
that every man owes his country his time. But would it not
be better to allow a student the opportunity to complete his
education so that he can better serve his government?
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Who
Should
Hold
The
Power?

in affectionate or warm feelings
towards the child, had little patience \vith him, and felt that she
had little control over his behavior.
She did not feel she could go
through with this pregnancy; the
thought of having to contend with
two children was overwhelming to
her. When asked what she would
do if unable to obtain an abortion,
she said she didn't know. She had
had th.oughts of suicide being the
best solution, but do ubted she
would actually go through with it.

I r MY JUDGME T, and I'm
sure most doctors would agree,
this woman should be able to have
her pregnancy terminated. She is
an extremely neurotic woman, her
mai·r ia ge is on the roe:<'>, an d sh':!
is b arely able to cope with her one
child. The pregnancy w~::. accidental and unwanted, and has made
her feel desperate. Sh e has made
one previous suicide attempt and
there is a lways the possibility that
she will impulsively attempt sui-

cide again, despite h er claims to
the contrary. Yet under Ohio law,
which makes it a criminal offense
to perform an abortion unless
necessary to save the life of the
mother, there are no grounds in
this case to recommend a therapeutic abortion. The pregnancy is
a threat to this woman's health
and welfare, but not a clear cut
threat to her life. Had she been a
resident of North Carolina, Colorado, or California, or of England ,
Japan, Poland, or Scandanavia, an
abortion would h ave been legal, but
not in Ohio or in 42 other states
which have laws similar to Ohio's.
I was obliged to refuse her request.
Being unable t o obtain a therapeutic abortion through legitimat
medical channels, there is a p oss ibility she will try to find an abor tion through the black market. An
estimated 1,000,000 to 1,500,000 ii ·
legal abor tions are performed on
American women each year. These
criminal abortions are exceedingly
dangerou s since they are u sua ll y
performed by incompetent quacks
und er unsterile condit ions. An es·
timated 5000-10,000 deaths result
from illegal abortions each year in
the
.S. (By contrast, a hospital
abortion is a simple, safe operation
wi th a mortality rate less tha n
that of childbirth.)
THE LAST DECADE has seen
an upsurge of discontent with our
overly restrictive and inhumane
anti-abortion laws and considerabll"
clamor for their repeal. This cli mate of opinion has been stimu lated irom numerous sources :
• Growing public awareness of the
plight of desperate women such a s
my patient who are being forced
to bear and raise children they do
not want and are unable to care
for.
• Acceptance of the planned par·
enthood principle - that wanted
children are more likely to receive
the love and affection n ecessary
for successful person a lity develop·
ment and maturation; and that
childhood rejection and neglect
contribute heavily to the high in ·
cidence of criminality, mental ill ness, and social maladjustment.
• The thalidomide scandal which
focussed public attention on the
predicament of women like Sherry
Finkbine of PhoenL"<, Arizona who
had to travel to Sweden to have
an abortion, when she knew t h at
h er bady, if born , would probably
be grotesquely deformed.
• The population explosion which
President Johnson has described
as a world crisis second only in
importance to the threat of nuclea r
war.
• The growth of women's rights.
Women are increasingly rebelliou"
towards laws, created by men .
which deprive them of then· right
to control their own reprodu ction.
THE MOVEMENT to reform the
abortion laws received its initi al
impetus from the American L aw
(Continued on Page 3)
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ALUMNI NEWS

P age Three

Judicia,I Procedure Is the Answer
By Edward G. Kilroy, M.D.
Practicing Cleveland Surgeon
During the past several years, there has been a steadily
increasing public controversy brought about by proposals to
liberalize the various state laws concerning the procedure of
induced abortion, or as stated in Ohio law, "the procurement
of miscarriage of a woman." In order to be productive, any
discussion of this topic should at the outset concern itself
primarily with establishing commonly accepted definitions and
terms to be used in the discussion,
and delineating those questions to
be answered by the presentation of
opinion or argument.
ABORTION in the human can be
defined as the evacuation from the
uterus or womb of a living but
non-viable conceptus . A human conceptus is that form of a developing,
living organism having the genetic
cellular patern of the human species, homo sapiens. Conception refers to that process whereby the
establishment of a living human
organism occurs. It is for all practical purposes the act of fertilization of the female sex cell.
Non-viable refers to a living human conceptus which has not
reached the stage of maturity
which would permit it to exist outside of the intrauterine environment of the mother.
The controversy which has arisen
regarding abortion law has revolved
in its essentials around acceptable
resolution of the following six questions:
1) What is the status of the human conceptus regarding its existence as a separate unique human
life?
2) What are the legal rights regarding dominion over its own body
of th e human conceptus?
3) What are the legal rights of
the mother regarding dominion over
her own body?
4) When the rights of the two

Since it has been established
the conceptus is a separate, unique
human life, it remains only to define the relative value of the various stages of human life. In defining relative value, we can adopt
several attitudes:
a) All individual human life has
an equal value regardless of its
longevity, i.e., each separate life
has equal value.

individuals are in conflict, who
b) Individual human life begins
shall have authority to resolve the
at a zero value at the time of forconflict?
tilization and increases in value
5) What criteria should be apdaily
until death, when it reverts
plied by the responsible authority
to a zero value, i.e., 90 year old
in resolving the conflict?
individual is ten times as valuable
6) By what process can society
as a 9 year old individual and is
resolve the issue presented to it?
1000 times as valuable as a 1 month
CERTAINLY THE most importold embryo.
ant point in the whole discussion
is the reality of the existence of
c) A mature middle-aged adult
the conceptus as human life. Webhas the highest value; therefore,
ster defines life as the "quality or
the fertilized ovum and the oldest
character distinguishing an animal
living human being have zero valor a plant from inorganic or dead
ues, and all individuals in between
organic bodies, which is especially
have correspondingly high or low
manjfested by metabolism, growth,
relative values.
reproduction, and internal powers
d) Relative values can be asof adaptation to environment." The
signed to human lives on the basis
conceptus definitely meets this deof sex, size, strength, intelligence,
~cription from its first appearance
length of hair, race, color, nationas a one-celled organism to its inality, religion, maturity, etc.
dependent existence as a newborn
Obviously, it is impossible t o find
baby. The question of its humanity
adequate criteria to establish values
can be easily resolved by applying
for human life which will be just
the scientific criteria utilized in
and acceptable to all concerned at
distinguishing any form of plant
all times. Therefore, in those sitor anmaI life from another, namely,
uations where judgment is necesthe _genetic pattern of the chromosary to decide which life, or whethsomes of the cells of the organism.
er both lives should continue to
The human conceptus has the disexist when their existence is in continguishing t y pi ca 1 48 human
flict, serious consideration must be
chromosomes in all of its compongiven by an objective third party
ent cells. Geneticists tell us that
who has authority over both lives
every human life is a separate and
to the relative values of the conunique combination of cells whose
chromosomes contain- a - variety of - tenaing parties, and a judgmenC
must be rendered which is as nearly
nucleic acids whose union has never
just as possible.
previously existed as far back a s
infinity, nor will it ever occur
SINCE THE LIVING human
again.
conceptm· ·.s a separate unique

human life, it follows under our
Declaration of Independence and
Constitution, that he is a citizen
of this country and has the rights
of "life, liberty, and the pursuit
of happiness," and such other
rights and privileges as any innocent person has under the legal system of our country. Inherent in
his rights is dominion over his own
body. Abrogation of these rights
can take place only through action
of the only authority which has
dominion over the individual in
this country, the state. No parent,
physician, clergyman, or attorney
has this authority. It is surprising
that the American Civil Liberties
Union has seen fit to ignore the
complete abrogation of this individual's civil liberties under proposed legislation.
An opinion has been put forward
that the mother should have sole
right to make the decision for or
against abortion, since she is legally entitled to dominion over her
own body and she is entitled to do
with it as she wishes. If her action
did not result in injury t o another
human being, this concept would
be indeed tenable. However, justice
in our society, demands that we be
responsible for our actions. In driving our automobile, we cannot g uide
it over an obstructing pedestrian
to clear the way. Similarly, a
mother should not have the right to
empty her uterus, thus killing her
child, just because of her own desires.
IN CONSIDERING who, or
what agency, has the authority
over life in our society, we look
about us and see that our legal
and governmental systems grant
a-uthority o;er life only t o the government or legal system itself.
Soldiers are drafted for the defense
of the country. Criminals are punished with the death penalty as a

An Urg·ent Plea for the Women's Right to Decide • • •
(Continued from Page 2)
Institute which in its 1962 Model
Penal Code, recommended that
abortion be permitted under three
circumstances:
1. If continuation of pregnanry
would gravely endanger the
mother's mental or physical
health.
2. When the child might be born
with a grave physical or mental
defect.
3. When the pregnancy resulted
from rape or incest.
In 1967, the American Law Institute proposals were enacted into
law in North Carolina, Colorado,
and, (except for the birth defect
clause) California. Some 20 states
are presently considering amending their abortion laws. Abortion
law reform has been endorsed by
numerous civic, health and welfare groups and by many newspapers including the following:
The American Medical Association,
The American Civil Liberties
Union, Americans for Democratic
Action, The American Psychiatric
Association, The Unitarian-Universalist Association, The American Jewish Congress, The American Baptist Association, The National Board of the Y.W.C.A., several Episcopal Dioceses, the Ohio
Council of Churches, "The Plain
Dealer," "The Dayton Journal
Herald," "The Dayton Daily
News," "The Cincinnati Enquirer,"
"The Toledo Blade," "The Akron
Beacon Journal," "The Canton Re-

pository," " The New York Times,"
and the Ohio State Medical Association. Two nation-wide polls have
clearly demonstrated that the majority of Americans favor abortion
law reform. The Gallop Poll in
Jan. 1966 indicated that 77 % favored permitting abortion if the
health of the mother was in danger, and 54 % if the child might
be born defective. A National
Opinion Research Center poll in
Dec. 1965 showed similar results.
A nationwide poll of physicians revealed that 87 % favored more
liberal abortion laws.
DESPITE THIS widespread public sentiment favoring abortion
law reform, a bill patterned after
the American Law Institute proposals was defeated in the 1967
Ohio State Legislature. Where
does opposition to these needed
changes originate? One important
source of opposition is the Catholic Church. Catholic theology
teaches that the fetus is a human
being from the moment of conception, and that abortion is therefore tantamount to murder. One
must acknowledge the sincerity of
these beliefs. At the same time it
should be pointed out that n either
the Protestant nor Jewish religions
agree with Catholic teaching on
this matter. Furthermore, and contrary to popular belief, the Catholic position on abortion is of comparatively recent origin. It was
not until 1869 that the Catholic
Church condemned abortion in
early pregnancy. Prior to that

time, abortion was considered permissable in the first 40 or 80 days
of pregnancy, depending on
whether the fetus was male or female.
The Catholic viewpoint is not
s upported by our cultural and legal tradition. The ancient Greeks
and Romans regarded the early
fetus as part of the mother's body
rather than as an independent human being. English Common Law,
until the 19th century when the
first anti-abortion statutes were
enacted, held that abortion was
permissable prior to "quickening"
(i.e. the beginning of fetal movement, in the 5th month of pregnancy). My lawyer friends tell me
that under our present legal system, the early fetus is not regarded as a human being in the legal
sense. It has no legal rights until
and unless born; when aborted,
there is no death certificate r equired.
OBVIOUSLY IT WOULD be unrealistic to seek to change Catholic beliefs about abortion. But why
should the criminal laws reflect
Catholic doctrine, when this doctrine is not accepted as true by the
majority of Americans.
Another obstacle to liberalization of the abortion laws is the
belief that any loosening of the
prohibition against abortion might
encourage sexual promiscuity. This
viewpoint shows little understanding of the psychological factors in
sexual promiscuity. Most promis-

cuos persons are impulsive individuals whose behavior is little influenced by such remote considerations as the possibility of pregnancy. Furthermore, those who
choose to lead an active sex life
outside of marriage can readily
avail themselves of birth control
pills anyway, thereby receiving all
the protection against pregnancy
they need; Liberalizing the abortion laws would have little effect
on their sexual behavior. The
growing rate of teen-age pregnancy and of illegitimacy are becoming major social problems, but
their remedy appears to lie in the
direction of strengthening family
life and in improved sex education
in the schools, rather than in outlawing abortion. Is it good public
policy to punish the irresponsible
and the immature by forcing them
to bear and raise unwanted children? Changes in the abortion law
would not primarily effect this
group anyway, since surveys show
that 90 % of illegal abortions are
performed on married women over
the age of 30 who have three or
more children, and who have been
impregnated by their husbands.
TO SUMMARIZE: The abortion
laws are out of date, difficult to
enforce, widely flaunted in practice, contrary to the beliefs of a
majority of Americans, and are
directly responsible for a good
deal of personal suffering, family
breakdown, and other social ills.
Isn't it about time these laws were
changed?

deterrent to crime for the good of
the society as a whole. Suicide and
euthanasia have been outlawed, indicating that the individual really
does not have authority over his
own life, nor does he have the
right to take another's life, even
for the best of intentions. This
right over life is reserved to the
state for the common good, with
rare exception. This exception revolves around the ending of another's life in self-defense, when
an individual is attacked, or in the
case of pr egnancy, when the life
of the mother is threatened. A
physician may teirminate the life
of the fetus where its presence is
actually threatening the mother's
life.
In the instance where the right
to life of an individual is at stake
for a reason other than self-defense,
we would submit that only the
state or its designate sh ould have
the authority to resolve the conflict. Certainly one of the protagonists, the mother, or her employed agent, the attending physician, both of whom have a possible
conflict of interest, sh ould not be
granted the authority for rendering
a decision. It would seem evident
that some type of judicial procedure, having the authority and
backing of the state, should be instituted for the proper resolution
of those conflicts in the right to
life of these two separate individuals.
IT IS EXTREMELY difficult to
establish criteria to resolve these
questions other than the basic assumption that the child and the.
mother are two separate and distinct human beings, each having a
separate right to life. Under the
present law, the right to life of
the mother takes precedence over
the right to life of the child, and
the state has delegated authority
- to oe jury, judge, and executioner
to the mother and her agent, the
attending physician. We are now
faced with the situation in which
it is proposed that other less vital
indications for the abrogat ion of
the rights of the child are proposed,
namely, the health or well-being of
the mother, the imperfection of the
child, or the presence of the child
without the consent of the mother.
If we were to fo llow good legal
procedure, it would seem that what
is needed is revision of the law,
rather than liberalization of its provisions. Certainly, the least that
could be reasonably expect ed should
be the assignment of a relative
value scale to the two lives involved in coming to a judicial decision.
CERTAIN SEGMENTS of our
community, with all good intentions, and with the highest of motivations, to relieve human suffering, _have brought forword proposals to alleviate the distress of
unwanted or undesirable pregnancies by liberalization of our state
abortion laws, so that physicians
would be permitted to carry out
abortions for indications of a less
compelling nature than those represented by a pregnancy which is
a threat to the life o:!' th<:! mother.
Unfortunately, these proposals
received a rather supc·. ·'ficial evaluation by both proponents and opponents of such measures. Organizations were formed to foster such
legislation. Imminent legal, medical, sociological and moral groups
were enlisted in the crusade to reform what was considered to be
antiquated and obsolete law. The
American Law Institute, a prestigious legal group, as part of its
design for a model penal code, produced in 1962 a guide for such
legislation. This proposal, although
it has obvious defects, has been
introduced in most legislatures in
(Continued on Page 4)
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the country and has become the
"cause celebre."
Effective opposition to these
measures has come from a rather
substantial minority of the medical,
legal and sociological professions,
and from various religious and
moral groups. Unfortunately, tnE'
entire debate has been attended by
more beat than light. The dis'!U 7sion has centered around such irrelevant areas as the incidence of
illegal abortions, morbidity and
mortality of criminal abortions, defective children due to German
measles, or Thalidomide, the right
of the physician to do what he
things is right for his patient, the
right of a woman to do what she
wishes with her own body, the
ability of the wealthy to procure
abortions, the population explosion,
abortion as a birth control measure,
the necessity of a woman to go
to a foreign country to get aborted,
imposition of Catholic morality on
the rest of the population, rape and
incest in children, civil rights, control of poverty, etc.
THE SIDE SHOWS, unfortunately, have taken the light off of the
center ring. The real issue is still
the reality of the existence of the
human conceptus as a separate,
unique human being. The problem
is the conflict of the right of the
life of the fetus with the right to
life of the mother. The need is a
proper solution of the priority or
precedence of the s e individual
rights when they are in conflict.

I would submit that the answer
to society's problem is not the pushing through of defective legislation, which will not solve society's
problem, but merely abrogate the
rights of one of the individuals
concerned, and result in material
harm t o the structure of our society. Legalizing any evil does not
eliminate the evil. Instead, our society, through its legal, medical,
moral, sociological, and legislative
groups, should again objectively
study the issue and come up with
revision of the present law in such
a manner as to set up a judicial
procedure for the resolution of the
problem which occurs when the
right of life of the unborn child
and the mother are in conflict.
What is good medicine is good
morals and should be Tef lected in
good law.
This judicial procedure should be
of an objective nature, administered by the local authoritative
bodies, separate from the mother
a nd her attending physician, and
composed of medical and legal opinion, before which both sides of the
issue can be presented and a judgment rendered. A system of local
hospital abortion review panels
could be established of a voluntary,
non-profit nature, with the authority of the state delegated to such
panels for quick processing of
cases, following the principles of
equal justice for all, including the
fetus. I would suggest that a State
Commission be appointed, comprised of all segments of opinion,
to draft such legislation.

Fraternity News
Delta Theta Phi

Phi Alpha Delta

By Ron Swen cki

By Ralph Kingzett

Saturday, March 9, was the date,
the Roundtable Restaurant the
place, for the annual Delta Theta
Phi dinner dance. Over 160 brothers, alumni and friends attended
this gala affair which has been
held for over 60 years. Present at
the affair was Wilson Stapleton,
Dean Emeritus of the law school
and brother Delta Theta Phi. Beginning with cocktails at 7:30,
through the buffet dinner and concluding >vith dancing until the
early morning, the affair was a
complete success.

Four members were selected
by its executive board to represent David C. Meck Chapter of Phi
Alpha Delta at the fraternity's district convention.

The first business meeting of the
year was held February 14 at the
City Club. After the meeting, attorney and prosecutor Charles
Laurie spoke to the brothers about
the trends in modern criminal law
and recent U.S. Supreme Court decisions. Laurie, a Cleveland-Marshall graduate and brother Delta
Theta Phi, has been with the
prosecutor's office for the past nine
years and is currently a candidate
for Judge of the Court of Common Pleas.
On February 17, Ranney Senate
initiated twenty-nine new members. Following the initiation a
luncheon in honor of the new
brothers was held at the Sheraton-Cleveland hotel. Guests of
honor included Edward Meyers,
vice-chancellor of the national senate; William Richard, district
chancellor; Judge Frank Celebreze
and Professor Ted Dyke. Juvenile
Court J udge Angelo Gagliardo
gave the main address of the
luncheon, speaking about the lack

Delegates were Justice Pierre
Grieselhuber, former Justice Ken
Haber, Vice Justice Jeff Rich and
Activities Chairman Russ Turrell.
The convention was March
22-24 at Hollenden House in Cleveland. Former Vice Justice Bill
Powers, treasurer of the district,
also played an active role in the
convention.
Events were open to all PAD
members, but only chapter delegates could vote. They include a
stag cocktail hour March 22, business meetings and a dinner March
23 and more meetings March 24.
S ever al nationally prominent
speakers attended the convention.
The chapter has begun a program in which locally prominent
members of the bar will speak before each monthly business meeting, when possible.
First such program was March
13, featuring a debate on merits of
individual practice as opposed to
a sociation with a firm .
The programs are open to all
students.
ome 95 persons attended the
chapter's annual dinner dance Feb.
24, at which officers elected in
January were installed and the 35
new actives were presented with
membership pins.
of respect shown by some people
toward the courts and the legal
process, generally.
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Two Voices from Prison
Discuss a Convict's Fate
Many do not realize it, but nearly every large state and federal
prison in this coun try and Canada have publication put out by the
inmates. These newspapers and magazines are written and edited
by the prisoners them elves and give good insight into the thoughts
of men behind bars. The below articles are from ''The Beacon Monthly," October 1965 edition, which is published by and for the inmates
of Dorchester Federal Penitentiary in Dorche ter, New Brun wick,
Canada.

Society Is to Blame

The Failure Is the Man

It's quite true, as the self-styled
Convict Analyst on the opposite
page informs us, that when a man
kaves prison he feels free and light.
Yes, his breast feels like a cage
from which a dark bird has flown
- but what he doesn't know is that
before long he'll want that vulture
back in his breast again.
Why?
An Ex-Convict has to fight more
than financial uncertainty and social ostracism.
He has to keep himself intact to
survive somehow as a human being
under the unabating pressures that
surround his existence as an ExCon.
A strong argument against the
presently preferred program for
Ex-Convicts is that it wants these
men to see themselves as helpless
dependents upon Society- encouraging them to accept and then to
treasure shabbiness as their ticket
to living without being arrested!
Let's face it: Contempt for an
Ex-Convict is part of our Society's
way - and of t he air the Ex-Convict breathes.
To the Average Citizen's way of
thinking, the Ex-Convict who goes
straight is getting a handout because he's regarded as the worst
sort of failure.
But as soon as he stops behaving
like a failure, he can expect no
help!
Public assistance for the Ex-Convict is always translated as raw
Charity.
Never overtly, sometimes subtly,
often unconsciously, the Citizen
makes it clear to the Ex-Convict
that he is not expected to be really
good at anything - except violence
or cunning.
Thus, even the best-intended programs for Ex-Convicts are enervating. People try to persuade ExConvicts that they cannot cope with
the world. As a result, many of
the weaker ones abandon whatever
personal values they had and drift
into behaving as they imagine Citizens want them t o behave.
Knowing that intangibles - decent clothing, decent living quarters and decent tastes - - are suspect, many take the vows of poverty, sloth and stupidity. Others
try blending into the crowd so that
they won't be noticed: they lose
their faces and shack off their
humanity. Still others try to be
clever : they pose as members of
the lower-middle class so they can
wear a clean shirt without being
suspected. But there are still others
who give up the ghost quickly and
say, "If this is they way they want
me t o live, I might just as well be
back in prison."
So, they begin to look for ways
to escape the indignities they are
offered because they are Ex-Convicts. They begin to plot and
scheme ways to get money to help
them escape from their forced existence. And, if they are only half as
wea~ and only half as incapable as
our Anonymous Critic of the preceding article would have us believe - then, of course, they fail,
are caught, and are returned to
prison.

Most men in prison are guys with
few talents, almost no accomplishments, but brassy with expectation,
rich with lament ::nd these conclusions, fixed and final: If God were
a better God and the world were a
better place, then you'd see how
they could deliver - even better
than the heroes of most popular
movies and TV shows!
But Saul Bellow's hero, in his
novel, "Herzog," describes the Average Convict's epitah far beter:
"How I rose from humble origins
to complete disaster."
The Average Convict has always
asked to be beaten: his character is
narcistic; it is masochistic; it is
certainly anachronistic.
He has been a bad husband; to
his children, a loving but bad father; to his parents, an ungrateful
child; to his community, an indifferent citizen; to his sisters and
his brothers, remote and affectionate; to his close friends, an egotist;
and with his own soul, evasive.
To him, t he universe is a huge
place in which he is the center and the moon has only one side,
his side.
He is constantly infuriated by
the contradictions of the modern
world where people get by with
things for which he is caught and
sent to prison.
Most of all, he is incapable of
life, trying to understand it, r eac:i
for it, maybe touch it and, failing
all else, he'll try to find excuses
when he can't be a par t of it.
When released from prison, he
feels free and light, and he is certain he is going to conquer the
world - but he has neither the
ability nor the character to compete with others, so he comes back.
In effect, be is doomed to despair
- and defeat.
People survive intuitively. They
do what they need to do in order to
survive. But many people also do
what they need to do in order to
destroy themselves.
There are people who are born
displaced, who are aliens with no
place to register. And there are
other people who are born at peace
with themselves and their environments. Which is better off? But
we do know that you can find both
types in jail - and also among the
Ex-Convict Army.
There are Ex-Cons who simply
had to leave home. Some must have
started packing when they were two
years old - and they are told, despite their backgrounds, when they
come out on Parole or Conditional
Release, that they must stay put!
There are also Ex-Cons who cannot go anywhere; they need to be
where they were raised. But they
are told they must quit former
"bad environments" - the cause of
all their past trouble >vith the Law.
The real truth is that nobody has
it made - neither those who leave
home, nor the ones who remain
behind. That's why it's futile and
unrealistic for any Authority to
tell an Ex-Convict where h e should
live, instead of HOW TO LIVE!

Population Explosion ..•
(Continued from P age 1)
is real. Carl Rowen cites the Department of Agriculture as saying that the world is on a collision
course with famine in less than a
decade. The necessity of national
control of production of both real
and synthetic consumer goods is
inevitable. Anyone who remembers
his history no doubt recalls the
force that a famine has in promoting political revolution and
provoking violent conflict. But
what then happens to the farmer's
right to produce what he >vishes?
Does the government have the inherent right to arbitrarily decide
a man's specific function in society? Or better yet, what if a
life sustaining planet is discovered, who are the ones that
will be picked to go? Or who will
be allowed to stay here ? The lawyers will have to find the workable solution.
Secondly, abortion is often referred to as a solution to the population problem. A solution it may
be but the legal problems that it
creates are as immense as the
problem it solves. The child that
parents want is a baby, but the
one that is not wanted is just a fetal issue. I sn't abortion really the
preservation of human happiness
by the destruction of human life?
Churches have preached on this
subject for years but it will be up
to the lawyers to formulate some
laws that >vill protect the unborn
child but yet provide for the
masses.
Thirdly, the problem of poverty
will increase as the population
bulges. The government already
has taken some remedial action
with many welfare plans now in
effects but will the result of these
problems be in effect a government by bribery ? The power of the
pursP. is great. It is sometimes
pvssible by paying people to do
things or not to do them, to control their actions as effectively as
by threatening to send them to
jail. Paradoxical though it may
seem, the most serious threat to
freedom in our programs of public services and public welfare is
to the freedom of the recipient.
The laws creating these programs
are idealistic; it is up to the lawyers to administer them in such
a way so they 'vill not become socialistic.
It seems obvious then, that it
will be up to the lawyers of the
future to keep our nation one of
men not of numbers. A new type
of lawyer, one who practices preventive law will become prevalent.
The need for laws governing the
large protective organizations that
individuals are fleeing to will require an attorney to protect and
emphasize the individual rights of
each member more than ever.

Sun Sets Record
The Sun Finance Fund for Adult
Education, which has aided many
Cleveland-Marshall st u de n ts in
years past, has announced a new
high in providing totally interestfree loans for tuition and books
to working adults who attend college on a part-time basis. The
Fund loaned out 130,000 to 600
Ohio students last year, boosting
the total to nearly a half million
dollars loaned since 1955.
Created as a public service 13
years ago, to commemorate Sun's
25th anniversary, the totally interest-free program is one of the few
of its type in the country.

